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SUMMARY

Background: There is a public health issue regarding the correct diagnosis of BSD: these diseases are often underreferred, underdiagnosed and undertreated/mistreated. To fail to treat BSD may result in serious complications (loss of work, relationship crisis, substance-abuse, suicide, rapes, etc).

In order to correctly diagnose Bipolar Spectrum Mood Disorders, it is important to know the patient’s premorbid personality and past history: it is essential to know the longitudinal history and the full family history.

Methods: 423 patients, who were recruited and assessed over six years have been reassessed to demonstrate their temperaments, as these emerge from their personal anamnesis.

Results: More patients within the series appear to have a soft bipolar illness than a major unipolar depression; the depressive episodes are now considered as only one phase of the bipolar spectrum. Furthermore, every patient with bipolar spectrum disorder already presented in their personal history of the illness a sub-clinical evidence of one of the temperaments (hyperthymic temper.: 35%; cyclothymic temper.: 49%; depressive temper.: 16%).

Discussion: The different temperaments are described, and their significance elucidated.

Conclusions: The subthreshold presence of the temperaments in the history of the patients with bipolar spectrum disorders leads us to consider this to be an important method of early diagnosis of bipolar spectrum mood disorders.
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Background

Bipolar disease can be considered a real chronopathology, in which there is a recurrent switch/shift of mood balance (Akiskal et al. 1996).

Depression and Mania are not only successive conditions, depression and mania are both successive and simultaneous conditions (Rhimer et al. 2009).

Bipolar Spectrum Disorders (BSD), including subthreshold forms, are much more common then previously thought (Agius et al. 2007).

There is a public health issue regarding the correct diagnosis of BSD: these diseases are often underreferred, underdiagnosed and undertreated/mistreated. To fail to treat BSD may result in serious complications (loss of work, relationship crisis, substance-abuse, suicide, rapes, etc).

In order to correctly diagnose Bipolar Spectrum Mood Disorders, it is important to know the patient’s premorbid personality and past history: it is essential to know the longitudinal history and the full family history.

An observational study of the diagnosis of 300 consecutive new patients over a period of four years led to the main observation of a high percentage of bipolar spectrum diagnosis (Tavormina 2007). This has suggested a new classification of "the bipolar spectrum" (ten sub-types of bipolar spectrum mood disorders).

These sub-types also include the temperaments, even if they are only sub-clinical aspects of the bipolar spectrum. The temperaments are continuous presenta-
Figure 1. Patients in the bipolar spectrum out of 423 consecutive patients

Figure 2. Patients not in the bipolar spectrum out of 423 consecutive patients

Discussion
Following this classification, we can find:

**Depressive Temperament** (with these main symptoms: gloomy, humorless, or incapable of fun, given to worry, or pessimistic cognitions, introverted, passive, or lethargic, habitually long sleeper (> 9 hours of sleep) or suffering intermittent insomnia, preoccupied with inadequacy, failure, and negative events, skeptical, self-critical, overcritical, complaining and guilt-prone);

**Hyperthymic Temperament** (with these main symptoms: cheerful, overoptimistic or exuberant, mental overactivity and overtalkative, warm, people seeking, extroverted, overconfident, self-assured, boastful or grandiose, habitual short sleeper (< 6 hours of sleep), including weekends, high energy level, full of plans and improvident activities, overinvolved, uninhibited, stimulus seeking, or promiscuous);

**Cyclothymic - irritable Temperament** (with these main symptoms: byphasic dysregulation characterised by slight endoreactive shifts from one phase to the other, each phase fasting for a few days at a time, with infrequent euthymia; mental overactivity, insomnia or bad quality of sleep, somatisations);

**Softly- instable Temperament** (this is a "soft cyclothymic temperament", characterised by: vague and fluctuating uneasiness, mood instability but of low grade, anxious traits, trait-state overlap). When this temperament develops to threshold forms of bipolar disorder, this temperament presents a better prognosis then cyclothymic temperament development (Tavormina 2009).
Conclusions

The subthreshold presence of the temperaments in the history of the patients with bipolar spectrum disorders allow us to consider this to be a crucial method for early diagnosis of bipolar spectrum mood disorders. In order to achieve this, it is very important to focus on the temperaments during the clinical interview, to be effective in the early diagnosis of mood instability, and to identify affective instability between episodes, the high frequency of somatizations, the stormy object relations, and the complicated biographies which these patients describe.
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